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Short Abstract — In this paper, we describe a framework for automated development of executable models using information extracted from literature. The framework also includes model analysis and correction methods. The final objective is to have a representation for models of complicated mechanisms that allow for easy model exchange and improvement, facilitating the discovery of interventions (e.g., treatments or drugs in case of cell mechanisms).
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I. PURPOSE

Understanding complicated mechanisms usually requires collecting information from various sources such as published literature and integrating it all within a model. A large number of models in existing literature that were developed over the years for a particular biological system, for example, are rendered useless when they cannot be updated, validated or corroborated with each other. By designing a unified model knowledge database that can be exchanged, tested and improved, we can advance and accelerate knowledge exchange. Our aim is to automate reading and model building procedures, followed by model checking and improvement. With the assistance of experts in natural language processing, causal inference and cancer immunology, we hope to achieve the goal of developing a system that can learn, execute and manage models for large, complicated mechanisms, enabling informative simulations.

II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Here we briefly discuss our framework for automation. Information extracted from literature using natural language processing algorithms is entered into a standardized format that can be further processed by causal inference algorithms. This yields an interaction graph with nodes and edges for the connections in the model. Models from databases such as [1], [2] and Biological Expression Language (BEL) can also be translated to generate the interaction graph.

This is followed by inference of an executable model that involves automated inference of element update functions by combining qualitative interaction graphs and any other available quantitative information. We perform simulations of such models using deterministic and stochastic approaches [3], [4]. The simulation results are further used for sensitivity and controllability analysis of the modeled system. Probabilistic and statistical model checking is performed using tools described in [5]. Perturbation analysis considers the effects of altered causal relationships in steady-state and transient behavior [6], [7]. We are currently developing automated hypotheses extraction that follows model analysis. This step will lead to refinements to the model, guide new literature search and help design new wet lab experiments to validate generated hypotheses.

III. CONCLUSION

The focus of our project is development of a completely automated model design and analysis procedure. We are applying this approach on models of cell signaling and metabolism networks, as well as to cell-cell communication scenarios in cancer.
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